Wider Curriculum
Unit Plan for Home learning
Subject: RE
Session
Session 1

Session 2

Unit: Judaism

Year: 6

Lesson task
What is Judaism
You will need: pen, paper
 Watch this introduction to Judaism by Charlie aged 11: What is Judaism
 Create 4 headings for your new learning Eg Beliefs, Places, People, Lifestyle (use
these or choose your own)
 Watch the video again and add what you have learned under each heading of
your new learning about Judaism. This can be in bullet form or as paragraphs.
 Write 2 questions of something you would like to know more about or would like to
clarify (these may be answered in next lessons)
What does the Shema tell us about Jewish beliefs?
The Shema is the most important prayer in Judaism. It is housed in a mezuzah.
 Watch this clip
 Write down 3 new things that you learn about a mezuzah
 Look at the image below of the Shema and answer the following:
What are 3 messages that we learn from it about Jewish beliefs?
Extension: Look at this mezuzah. Hover over it and explore the fact file under the themes:
what can you see, what do you know and what do you wonder

Session 3

Why is the synagogue important to Jewish people?
 Look at the 3 images of synagogues below:
What do you notice? What questions do you have? Do you notice any key features?
 Watch video guide to the New London Synagogue
 Replay video and write down a list of new words and what they mean associated
with the synagogue, example: tallit – a prayer shawl

Challenge: Create a child’s guide to the synagogue above or do a voice over with
Natasha’s images or your own. Be bold!

Session 4

What is the Torah and how is it important?
 See Lesson 4 Resource 1 below for what a Torah looks like. It is a Jewish Holy Book
containing the first 5 books of Moses ( which are in the Bible as well). It contains
God’s instructions about how Jews should live.
 Watch Charlie’s video that describes the importance of the Torah
 Look at Lesson 4 Resource 2 below
How do people show respect for the Torah?
 Cut out and rank the 8 ways, discuss with an adult at home.
What are the important things about Jewish lifestyle and what is Shabbat?
 Think about some days that are special to you. Why are they so special?
 Watch this video about Shabbat.
 Create an illustrated guide of dos and don’ts for Shabbat for a Jewish boy or girl

Session 5

Reflection:
What would you do on a day of rest? What would you miss or enjoy?

Session 6

Research lesson It is great to learn about Judaism.
 Choose 1 of the topics below to research
 Create a fact file for your new knowledge.
Here are a two topics:
Who was Anne Frank?
What are some Jewish festivals?
Is there another topic that you would like to explore, go ahead. Be bold, be brave and
discover your wonder.

Session Resources
Lesson 2
Image of the Shema in Hebrew and English

Lesson 3
Synagogue in
Czech Republic

Synagogue in West End
London

Synagogue in New York

Sy

Lesson 4 Resource 1
Image of a Torah

Lesson 4 Resource 2

